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On the Morphology of Transitivity and Intransitivity

in Czech Verbs

One of the areas where English differs markedly from

Slavic languages is in the formal means of expressing transi-

tivity and intransittvity in verbs. English verbs are quite

versatile to the extent that a single form can often be used

in contexts that are quite distinct semantically, as in these

.sentences:

(1) John stood in,the corner. (intransitive, stative)

(2) John stood his skis in the corner. (transitive,
causative)

(3) John stood in line. (in the sense °got in line,'
intransitive verb of
body-position change)

and (4) John stood when the guests entered. (in the sense
garosec9 another intransi7
tive verb Of body=position'
change, where the'motion is-
Vertical [in (3) it was hb
izontal])
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;rhe fact that Czech would employ a different verb to express

each of thes four concepts of i'standing' (using the verbs

stgt, postavit, stouonout si, and vstgt in that order) in-

dicates that Czech has the formal means of expressing certain

semantic distinctions that English verbs do not always make.

The purpose of this paper will be to point out some of these

means.

Many intransitive verbs'in Czech occur with the particle

se, which historically is an enclitic accusative of the

reflexive pronoun, so it is important first of all to discuss

the various types of se-verbs in Czech.

Se can express passive voice, as the examples at (1)

on the handout show. When the underlytng direct object of

the active sentences is preposee into subject position after

the underlying subject-agent (if one is present in deep

structure) has been postposed and marked with the instrumental

case (or'od + genitive), se appeam. Se can also express true

reflexivity, as in the sentences at (2). When in these sen-

tences the underlying direct object, being coreferential with

the subject, is reflexivized, se appears. A similar situation

obtains for reciprocal verbs with se, which are illustrated

in (3).
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Thus far the appearance of se has been conditioned by

vacating a deep structure object noun phrase. In this sense

the facts of Czech are in agreement with similar processes

wbich occur in Russian The Czech particle se corresponds

to the Russian affix -slat and a recent transformational

analysis of Russian -sia verbs by L. Babby has suggested

1

that -sj a. is predictably introduced onto a verb whenever

its deep structure object noun phrase is preposed, deleted,

or otherwise vacated. briefly stated, Babby argues that

fulfilling the conditions for object vacating is a function

of a particular verb's distinct and unpredictable subcate-

gorization feature; that is, a statement in the Lexicon

that describes the subject and object arrays that can be

used with a particular verb. In the paEJsive sentences

discussed a moment ago, the subcategorization feature of

the given verb ffor example, vviadfovat in the second pair

of sentences) allows the deep structure subject to be vacated

by postposing, concomitantlyluarking it 1.1. Instr). The

resultant intermediate structure then alloys the deep

object to be preposed into subject position, and the vacated

object slot triggers se-introduction onto the verb. In the
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derivation of the reflexive and keciprocal sentences there

is neither postposing nor preposing but rather only the

deletion of the object noun phrase when reflexivization

occurs. Se is again predictably introduced by the Babby

Transformation.

Let us now turn our attention to the so-called middle

voice, where the facts of Czech present a somewhat different

picture. Many verbs permit the option of either filling the

underlying subject noun Phrase or leaving it unfilled. If

it is filled, a subject-agent is present and the result is

a normal transitive sentence, as in (4):

Pfest6hoval jsem rodinu do nov4ho bytu.
'I moved the family to a new apartment.'

If no overt subject-agent occurs in the underlYing sentence,

the deep object (rodina) is preposed into subject position,

se is introduced, and the result is a middle voice sentence

which is non-committal about who actually did the moving:

Rodina se pfest6hovala do nov4ho bytu.
*The family moved to a new apartment.'

A 'similar situation obtains in the second pair of sentences,

with se being introduced in the intransitive, middle voice

version:
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L4kar uzdravil nemocn4ho.
'rhe doctor cured the sick man.*

Nemocnt se uzdravll.
*The sick man recovered (got cured).*

Difficulties arise with the next two pairs of sentences,

however, for the agentless derivative of

Konelme prici v pEt hodin.
9We stop work at five ()o'clock.'

is not the expected *Price se konef v oft hodin but rather

simply Price konef v at hodin *work stops at five Wclock.i

Likewise, the verb zaelnatizaelt *begin* makes no formal.

distinction between active and middld voices in modern

literary Czech (although analogous forms with se can be

found, they are perceived as archaisms). Czech verbs be-

having this way are of high enough frequency that they de-

serve special treatment, and the allowances that must be

made to describe them do not seriously undermine the analysis

of middle voice se-introduction mentioned earlier. Since

se-introduction cannot operate for these verbs, the subject

noun phrase of a sentence occurring with any of them must

obligatorily be filled at the level of deep structure in order

to block any possible preposind of an object noun phrase and

thereby fulfill the requirements for se-introduction. Therefore,
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the subcategorization feature of this small group of verlos

must indicate that they always occur with overt subjects at

underlying levels, whether or not these subjects are semantic

agents, patients, or instruments. This is indeed an anomaly

when viewed against the general tendency of Czech formally .

to distinguish transitive and intransitive verbs, but it is

clearly more economical to describe them in terms of an

idiosyncratic subcategorization feature thin to have to

amend and thus weaken the se-introduction transformation

(as would be the case if we'vere to say that for verbs like

konbit in middle voice sentences, preposing does take place

but for-some reason se-introduction does not occur).

The examples given in (5) on the handout illustrate

a Czech phenomenon that has no parallel in modern literary
,

Russian, and that is the apparent use of a se-verb as a

logical and grammatical transitive with a direct object

in the accusative case. There is no way of p%vdicting the

occurrence of se in these examples using the mechanism dis-

cussed earlier if we consider them transitive, and it would

therefore be impossible to call the se in these instances

an intransitivizinq particle since these verbs appear tO,,be
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transitive. It is interesting to note, however, that

coexisting with the accusative government of these verbs

is oblique case government, for example 'ubit se + dative.'

The dative government here is generally felt by most speakers

to be older although not archaic, and perhaps corresponding

more to the norms of spisovnd beftina than !u6it se + accu-

sative,' If we accept oubit se + dative' as correct for at

least one variety of Czech, its behavior is explainable as

a middle voice se-verb like ptestAhovat se in (4) on the

handout. Here is why: The subcategorization feature of

the verb whose stem is ut-i "teach' allows it-to occur with

an optionally filled subject node. When the node is filled,

as in the sentence

Helena ubf 14ky anglibtinE.
'Helen teaches the pupils English.'

we have a normal transitive sentence with an overt agent

(Helena). *Underlying the middle voice sentence

Edci se uaf anglietinb.
'The pupils learn (get taught) English.'

is a deep structure with an empty subject node; the verb

ub-i 'teach:* an underlying accusative direct object Idky:

and the oblique (dative) secondary object anglittine. The
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presence of the empty subject node allows the accusative

object to be preposed, giving the agentless sentence Zdci

se uEf angliEting.

This seems to leave us with something of a contradiction,

namely a transitive, active voice sentence Edci se uaf

fingliEtinu (acc) and an intransitive, middle voice sen-

tence idci se utf angliEtinfi (dat), both of which we have

translated identically: 'The pupils learn English.' There

are several ways of explaining this. One is to say that

these two sentences never coexist on the same style level

in Czech, so they cannot be compared. Assuming that they

do coexist in the idiolect of an individual speaker, however,

the ubit se + acc, sentence.offers two alternative inter-

pretations. In one reading, the subject of the sentence

Eici se uEl anoliEtinu is felt to be a true agent; that is,

the perceived instigator of the action of learning rather

thamthe preposed patient of a middle voice sentence.' Thus

although the active and middle voice sentences might have

identical translations in English, there should be some

slight stylistic coloration between them concerning the re-

lationship between subject and verb, namely the impression
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thit the subject of Uci se u6i analiftinu is a true agent.

In this case the :le cannot be derived by movement transfor-

mation and must be assumed to be a part of the lexical entry

for the verb. Alternatively, we can simply acknowledge the

possibility that the verb u6it *teach* can have two objects

in the accusative case (one direct/animate; one indirect/in-

animate), and when the deep structure subject node is not

filled, the animate accusative .object can be preposed into

subject position and se-introduction will be trigaered. This

will give us a middle voice'verb with a secondary accusative

object. Although double accusative government such a3 this

is unusual for Slavic, it is well-attested for other Indo-

European languages such as Latin.

I would like to mention briefly one further and much

less thoroughly investigated use of se in logically transi-

tive but grammatically intransitive sentences, for which

several examples have been given at (6) on the handout.

This is the so-called *modal se* which is often associated

with the expression of purpose, intensification or heightened

involvement on the part of the subject in the "action expressed

by the verb. These pairs of verbs lend themselves to no easy
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classification, and I offer the examples in (6) as illu5-

trations only.

Finally, many verbs in Czech distinguish transitive

and intransitive pairs built on similar derivational bases,

expressing the familiar stative-causative distinction. A

few of these are given in (7). These veibs present no

particular problems of description, unlike verbs in se,

which I have tried to treat in more detail'above and which

remain one of the most varied and problematic verb groups

in Czech and, indeed, in all of Slavic.

1 1



Abstract of Paper S. Frank Plewes
.Dept. of Slavic

Lang. and Lit.
642 Williams Hall
Univ. of pa.
Phila., PA 19174

On the Morpholow of Transitivity and Intransitivity

in Czech Verbs

/t is the aim of thi paper to outline the formal

means employed id Czech to distinguish transitive and .'

intransitive verbs, and more specifically to examine the

role of the particle se in the process usually,called

'derived intransitivization,' /t is demonstrated that

se performs a nuziber of functions that preclude its being.

called simply an eintransitivizing particle' in a synchronic

description of Czech.

Chosen as a term of comparison is a recent proposal

by Babby, using Russian data, Which transformationally intro-

duces the intransitivizing particle -lia onto verbs whose

object noun phrase has been preposei, deleted; or otherwise

vacated. Parallel examples are drawn from Czech illustra-
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Abstract of Pa er (page 2) Plewes

ting reflexive, passive, and middle voice constructions,

and special attention is paid to middle voice forms in

Czech which fail to introduce se. Furthermore, examples

of Czech active voice verbs using se which take apparent

'direct, objects in the accusative case are discussed.

The suggention is made that in some cases there is com-

petition between verbs occurring with the particle se

and those taking si (the enclitic dative reflexive), and

specifically that the presence of se (like si) is some-'

times felt-as merely a modality element, a point of

reference, or a means of emphasis. It is concluded that

the sources for Czech se ara more varied than those for

Russian -EA, and the ittempt is made to describe some of

these other sources.

Reading time: 15 minutes
A handout with all examples,

translated into English, is
supplied.
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1. Passive sc
-t

lac se 114040144,,

dnetik.

6srav vyjadtuje.radost.v
Radost se vyjadruje iismevem.

Koupt se maso a ualajt se
ttzky.

Iskiaitch

2. Reflexive se

Helena se rIno.myje.
V zime se musts teple oblekat.

4
Pripravujte se na nejhorrt.

Alciprocal se

Ut jsme se seznamili.

Radili se o daatm postupu.

Sejdeme se ve sttedu ttettho.

4. Active Voice vs. Middle Voice

PtestShoval jsem.rodinu do
noveho tytu;

Rodina se prestehovala do
novSho bytu.

aka; uzdravil nemocneho.
Nemocnf se uzdravil.

Konttme prIci v ph hodin.
Price kora v prt hodin.

Ptedseda zatal schfizi.
Schfize zatala.

5. Se with accusative

Jill se uCt anglittinu.
DozvedS11 jsme se brzy vfsledky

7.-zkousek.

NebUde nSm triko se domyslit
ostatnt oaaky.

On the Morpholegy..oUfrahaitivity.

and Intranaitiviti in Ciech Verbs

S. Frank Plewes; Dept. of Slavic Lang.
.642 Williams Hall; Univ. of pennsylvania
Phila., PA 19174
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The matter wil' lecided in the'
next few dews.

A smile expresses pleasure.
Pleasure is expressed by a smile.

Meat will be bought and cutlets
will be made.

Helena washes (herself) in the morning.
In winter.you must dresa.lyoursel&-

warmly.

Prepare (yourself) for the worst.

We ve already gotten acquainted (with
each other).

They conierred (with each other) about
further progress.

Let's meet on Wednesday the third.

I moved the family to a new apartment.

The family moved to a new apartment.

The doctor cured the sick VWX6
The sick man recovered. .

We stop work at five o'clock.
Work.stops at five o'clock.

The chairman began the meeting.
The meeting began.

George studiea English.
We quickly foLdid out the resUlts of

the exaMinationst

It won't be difficult for us to infer
the remainingqueations.

4111.



Se expressing modality or intensitT

eoiadovat Gad o Rovolenf
4ol'adovat se schvalenf

chapat ngkoho za tukav
chapat podstatu veci
chapat se iloaje
chapat se otnf.
chapat ee pirilezitosti

drIet oprat#, kAinu lit;
drzet se zlbradlf, necf ruky
dr;et se zfasad, zlkonfi

7. Statives vs. causatives

petition authorities for permission
clamor for approval

pull someone by the sleeve
gra-ip the basis of a matter
catca 4 thief
grab the reins
seize an opportunity

hold the reins, flowers, a child
cling to a railing, someone's hand
adhere to principles, laws

viset (be hanging) - vnet (Asit)/povZsit (cause. to hang)strit (be standing) - sta4t/postavit
seat (he sitting) - usazovat/usadit
le;et (be lying) - klIst/polont
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